CASE DIGEST:  

U.S. DOD, Domestic Dependent Elementary & Secondary Schls.,
73 FLRA 149 (2022)

The Union requested that the Authority reconsider its decision in U.S. DOD, Domestic Dependent Elementary & Secondary Schools, 72 FLRA 601 (2021) (Chairman DuBester concurring). Because the Union’s motion did not establish extraordinary circumstances warranting reconsideration, the Authority denied it.

Chairman DuBester concurred, noting that unions may challenge matters pertaining to a Federal Service Impasses Panel decision by bringing unfair labor practice charges concerning agency actions related to the Panel proceeding.

This case digest is a summary of a decision issued by the Federal Labor Relations Authority, with a short description of the issues and facts of the case. Descriptions contained in this case digest are for informational purposes only, do not constitute legal precedent, and are not intended to be a substitute for the opinion of the Authority.